on Samsung tablets, it was acknowledging
that through ecosystem collaboration it could
play a vital role in helping the elderly keep in
touch more easily with caregivers and family
members.5 Setting the right course here
requires business leaders to answer several
fundamental questions:

Technology: Companies that want to gain
bench strength in building ecosystems need to
integrate collaborative technology into work.
Tools like Lync or Yammer can help employees
connect with each other, but they can also
help people develop networks of collaboration
with outside organizations. And they can
enable employees on the front line to engage
with and learn from customers. For example,
a large retailer introduced a handheldtechnology system to encourage employees
to share customer feedback in real time,
capturing thousands of customer insights on a
weekly basis. To get started, ask the following:

• What do our customers want that we don’t
deliver? Why don’t we? What are the gaps in
capability that are holding us back?
• Do we really understand the competitor
landscape—from other industries and
sectors? Is our stakeholder mapping broad
enough? Are we tracking venture capital
flows as a leading indicator of ecosystem
opportunities?

• Have we integrated collaborative technology
into the design and structure of work tasks?
• What are the technology barriers inhibiting
collaboration and how can they be broken
down without risking corporate security?

• How well do we manage relationships with
of the economy simultaneously, even if
they sit outside our immediate value chain
(e.g. startups, incubators)?

• How are customer insights harvested and
shared within the organization to ensure
rapid action? Are we listening to social
People: Executives score personal relationships
media—corporately and individually?
and networks as the most important enabler of
their ecosystem growth aspirations, trumping
All ecosystems “go”
data analytics and digital communication.6
As a business growth engine, disruption is the
Rather than viewing personal relationships
new globalization. And just as companies had
as a tool to be wielded exclusively by senior
to build deep capabilities—from strategy down
executives, organizations should recognize that to processes—to capture growth opportunities
employees at all levels have connections that
throughout the globe, now they need to
could serve the company’s ecosystem strategy. prepare for ecosystem collaboration. They will
One key to letting employees act on their own have to create organizations that are much
connections: Ease company policies relating to more open, more flexible and inherently more
engaging with people in other organizations.
collaborative. Companies that succeed will
Questions to ask to get there include:
gain the agility and adaptability needed to
• What incentives, if any, do our employees
have to nurture their outside contacts?
• Do we take all our employees into account
when we map our stakeholder landscape?
• How are we bringing new people into the
organization and enabling them to draw
on their contacts inside and outside the
company or industry?

power future growth.
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